MIKE MORRISON
Phoenix, AZ | 555.555.5555 | mm@email.com |

GLOBAL VP OF SALES ® TECHNOLOGY LEADER
Sales, Channel Marketing, & Operations | Global Reach: North & South America, India, Mexico
Instrumental in Achieving $250M in 3 Years by Championing Strategic Partnerships That Magnify Impact
Game-changing and relentless sales leader with a remarkable history of success driving cutting-edge technology sales and
worldwide business development programs to grow revenue and market dominance for high tech and various sectors of the
alternative energy industry. Exceptional team builder and mentor, leading teams to successfully close channel contracts up to
$138M. Inspires best-in-class results through impeccable services to customers, maximizing ROI for clients while ensuring highest
standards of integrity, accountability, and teamwork. Fluent in English, Spanish, and Italian.

Massive Client Portfolio Growth

SELECT CAREER ACHIEVEMENTS
ü 17x President’s Club & Winner’s Circle inclusion.
ü Masterminded global GTM strategies with 6/7/9-digit results.
ü Achieved 408% of quota – holding #2 ranking companywide for
5 consecutive years.
ü Led region to #1 worldwide in sales growth.
ü Drove account penetration to $100M in just 3 years – Eagle
Award recipient 3 consecutive years at Gartner.
ü Led global teams to produce $20M+ in 3 countries.
ü Won major accounts including Amazon, Tesla, Coca-Cola, PPG.
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SALES LEADERSHIP PERFORMANCE
FUTURE Þ VP BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, AMERICAS | Phoenix, AZ (2017 ─ Present)
Reports: 24 Global Sales Managers | Annual Sales: $274M+
| Channel Network: 100+ Partners | Territory: EMEA and APAC

Skyrocketed profitability of new healthcare vertical by leveraging strength in the
Americas, quickly growing channel partnerships, delivering $2.5M of new business
in under 9 months. Providing exceptional value and legendary customer
experiences to quickly remove obstacles to growth for multibillion-dollar industry
titans including Amazon, Tesla, Coca-Cola, PPG, and Kraft.

$ MILLIONS

Delivering Global Territory Expansion ─ Exponential Hyper Growth
Consultative & Responsive Solutions ─ B2B, Distribution, & Channel Sales
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Sales Leadership Performance—Future, Continued…
® Branded a “hunter” based on remarkable ability to identify and capture new sales opportunities, spiking wallet share of
multinational account 150% and propelling retention rates from 50% to an all-time high of 90%.
® Repositioned and restructured sales team of 24 technology experts to crush quotas 300% for global accounts.
® Delivered $2.5M of new business in under 9 months with innovative brainchild “Membership Program Solution” for
organizations focusing on transformation.
® Achieved 180-degree turnaround of poorly performing business unit through consultative channel sales strategies
and execution while forging long-standing relationships with prominent industry titans.

ABI RESEARCH Þ VP BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY | Phoenix, AZ (2005 ─ 2017)
Reports: 23 Sales Managers | Territory: Americas, Singapore, London | Departments: BD Hunter Team, Client
Success Team, Outside Sales | Won Contracts with: Intel, Apple, Cisco, Coca-Cola, and Wells Fargo
Record-Breaking Market Share ─ Executive-Level Contract Negotiations ─ Exceeding Client Expectations
Took the helm and led region to #1 worldwide in sales growth. Created and led integration of agile market intelligence and
consulting solutions across technology including mobile, wireless, digital home and media, and networks. Set foundation to
spike revenue, growing customer portfolio 265%. Inspired teams to deliver unprecedented results and repeatedly deliver 6and 7-figure channel contracts.

® Quadrupled revenue in under 3 years, totaling $250M; built and developed
territory sales managers to transform low-performing territory.
® Anchored retention rates at 99% for existing business while delivering
145% growth for new buying centers.
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® Smashed quotas by delivering $25M annual revenue; galvanized consulting
relationship with Intel valued at $2.5M.
® Broke company records, winning largest commercial division deal of the
year and holding record as the only 12x inductee to the President’s Club.
® Ranked #1 worldwide for sales stack rankings and grew customer portfolio
265% by focusing on high-value consulting clients.
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GANER Þ DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT | Phoenix, AZ (2002 ─ 2004)
Reported to: Managing Directors | Revenue Impact: $100M | Territory: 3 States
Won Contracts with: Twentieth Century Fox, Warner Brothers Entertainment, and The Walt Disney Company
Shattered Growth Records ─ Tactical & Adaptable Business Planning ─ Talent Development & Retention
Promoted 3 times to strategic roles based on impressive record of producing over $100M in sales revenue through ingenious
business development strategies and data analysis. Oversaw business-critical tier 1 accounts with a territory spanning 3 states,
cultivating relationships with Fortune 100/500 accounts.
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$ MILLIONS

® Drove account penetration to $100M in just 3 years.
® Secured multiple contracts from $2M to $5M by uncovering needs, defining
value propositions, and developing winning solutions for clients.
® Named Top Director of Business Development and honored as 2x winner of
Eagle Award as top sales executive after crushing quota 150%.
® Earned formal recognition 7 times as #1 sales executive based on unrivaled
sales record and high potential.
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BACHELOR OF ARTS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION | UNIVERSITY OF THE PHOENIX | Phoenix, AZ
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Mike Morrison Þ Resume Strategy
For this particular client, I wanted to create immediate impact and got straight to the point using strong metrics. His
branding statement indicates the type of revenue results he can obtain for his next employer.
I decided to use graphs to truly demonstrate the quantifiable value he has delivered in past roles.
Immediately following his summary, I included a graph to show the 10-year massive client portfolio revenue growth and
I created a career accomplishment section to showcase some of his most impressive achievements.
Since most of his accomplishments throughout his career centered around sales results, I designed identical graphs to
visually demonstrate his sales prowess, spotlight an unfailing history of achievement throughout his career, and to
remind the reader that his profit increases were higher every year and he exceeded all of his quotas.
Moving into the experience section, I called attention to Mike’s overall sales impact in each role by adding a bolded
opening line to highlight the revenue growth he attained, territories he managed, direct or indirect reports, and
contracts he won. I also made sure to include relevant keywords in relation to his target roles.
I added context to his role with a brief description of his primary objective, then included bolded sentences to serve as
subheaders for each achievement bullet (including strong metrics-based results), providing the reader with a good sense
of Mike’s strengths and the quantifiable value he has delivered in past roles.
I used graphical elements to create interest; consistent color combinations, font size, line spacing, and design elements;
and maximized white space throughout to make reading and skimming easy.
Mike landed an executive position quickly with another fast-growing company where is he is making a real impact.

